Overview of the Basic
Principles of
Applied Behavior
Analysis

Key Principles of ABA
(Kerr & Nelson, 2010)

In managing classroom behavior and designing interven3ons, it is
cri3cal that teachers understand these principles:
• Consequences control behavior
• Reinforcement strengthens or maintains behavior
– PosiGve Reinforcement
– NegaGve Reinforcement
• Consequences that have maintained behavior can also weaken
or decrease behavior by being withheld
– ExGncGon
• Punishment also weakens behavior
Establish con-ngencies by consistently and immediately following
target behaviors with consequences
Use modeling to strengthen, weaken, or maintain behavior

SystemaGc Procedures for Inﬂuencing Behavior
(Consequences)

• Increase
– PosiGve
Reinforcement

– NegaGve
Reinforcement

• Decrease
– ExGncGon
– Punishment

PosiGve Reinforcement
EssenGal to improving behavior
PosiGve Reinforcement is the
“Con,ngent presenta,on of a sGmulus, following a
response, that increases the probability or rate of
the response.”
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009 p. 217)

PosiGve Reinforcers

• Types of reinforcers

– Primary: innately moGvaGng, natural, unlearned (e.g., food,
liquids)
– Secondary: condiGoned & learned (e.g., tokens)

• SelecGng reinforcers
– Can not say for sure something is a reinforcer unGl the impact
on the behavior can be determined
– Consider student age, reinforcement history, development, &
interest

– Reinforcer sampling
•
•
•
•
•

Ask student
Rank order by student
Distribute reinforcer menu
Conduct object sampling
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)
Observe duraGon of gaze, engagement

Types of Reinforcers
Primary Reinforcers

Secondary Reinforcers
Tangible

Consumable

Cookies
Water
Chocolate

Sensory

Warmth
Light
Vibration
Touch

Activity

Social

Exchangeable

Praise
Smile
Thumbs Up

Toy
Clothes
Eraser
Reading
Exercise
Sleeping

Money
Star
Point

ConsideraGons for using Reinforcers
• Reinforcement must be conGngent (if …. then…).
• Work to replace primary reinforcers with secondary
reinforces.
• As much as possible, let student select reinforcers
• Assign reinforcer to speciﬁc tasks or behaviors (not one
for the enGre day).
• Watch for signs of saGaGon and change reinforcers as
needed.
• Decrease the size of edible reinforcers to prevent
saGaGon.
• UGlize schedules of reinforcement – do not provide a
reinforcer for each correct response or instance of
behaviors.
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)

•
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Schedules of Reinforcement
• Timing paberns for delivery of reinforcement
• When teaching and establishing a new behavior,
reinforce each instance (i.e., conGnuous reinforcement)
• Once a behavior is established, make reinforcement less
predictable
– Move from high rates of reinforcement to variable rates
– Be careful not to reduce the reinforcement too quickly

• Intermibent reinforcement refers to reinforcement that
is not given for each instance of a response

(Alberto & Troutman, 2009; Kerr & Nelson, 2010)

Schedules of Reinforcement

Schedules of Reinforcement
• Con,nuous reinforcement: every instance of a
behavior is reinforced
• IntermiAent reinforcement: some ‐ not all responses
are reinforced
– RaGo schedules: Reinforcement is based on the number of
behaviors required
– Interval schedules: Reinforcement is based on the passage of
Gme
– DuraGon schedules: Reinforcement is based on the
conGnued performance of a response for a period of Gme
– Fixed schedules: The requirements for reinforcement are
always the same
– Variable schedules: The requirements for reinforcement
change randomly
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)

NegaGve Reinforcement
“The conGngent removal of an aversive sGmulus immediately
following a response that increased the future rate and/or
probability of the response.”
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009, p. 254)

Examples:
Steve will put on seat belt to stop buzzer.
Luke will clean up his room to stop escape parent nagging.
Mark completes his work to avoid having to stay in the
classroom during PE.
The term “reinforcement” means a behavior will increase
– Both posiGve and negaGve reinforcement are associated with
increases in behavior

(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)

What things are aversive
to students in the classroom?
•
•
•
•

Certain academic tasks
Certain peers
Unclear teachers direcGons
Nagging or negaGve teachers

Student may misbehave to “escape” these aversive
s-muli. If allowed to “escape” and the teacher
observes an increase in disrup-ve behavior, the
studentʼs disrup-ve behaviors have been nega-vely
reinforced (i.e., the aversive s-muli has been
removed).
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)

NegaGve Reinforcement
Be careful. Consider this scenario …
Teacher gives student an assignment (the
assignment is aversive to the student)
–
–
–
–

Student is disrupGve
Teacher removes work (i.e., removes aversive sGmulus)
Teacher has negaGvely reinforced the disrupGve behavior
The next Gme the teacher presents the work, the cycle is
repeated because the student has learned that disrupGon
works in gehng the teacher to remove the assignment.

• Teachers need to understand how their behavior
reinforces and teaches the wrong student behaviors
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)

EﬀecGve Use of NegaGve
Reinforcement
• If students are moGvated by
escape from or avoidance of
aversive sGmuli, teach
students a more appropriate
way to “escape” or “avoid”
– For example: Teach
students to request a
break or ask for help

ExGncGon
“Withholding reinforcement for
previously reinforced behavior to
REDUCE the occurrence of the
behavior”
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009, p. 424)

Most ojen used to decrease problem
behaviors that have been
reinforced /maintained by teacher
abenGon

ConsideraGons for ExGncGon
• ExGncGon is not a fast way to decrease a behavior
– Targeted behavior will typically conGnue before it decreases (i.e., resistance
to exGncGon)
– Targeted behavior may increase or get worse before it decreases (i.e.,
exGncGon burst)

• Some students may respond to exGncGon with aggression (i.e.,
exGncGon‐induced aggression)
• ExGnguished behavior may temporarily reappear at some point (i.e.,
spontaneous recovery)
• Peers may also be reinforcing a target behavior
• ExGnguished behaviors do not generalize to other sehngs well
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)

EﬀecGve Use of ExGncGon
• Use exGncGon in conjuncGon with the
reinforcement of appropriate behaviors
– Remember that an “absence” of behavior is not the goal of classroom
management. Instead, the goal is for students to learn and use socially
appropriate behavior.

• Once a behavior has been put on exGncGon, do not
reinforce – this will only make it harder to eventually
exGnguish
• To control for peer abenGon, peers can be
reinforced for withholding abenGon for problem
behavior
• To increase generalizaGon, adults in mulGple sehngs
must also use exGncGon

Punishment
• “The conGngent presentaGon of a
sGmulus immediately following a
response, which decreases the
future rate or probability of the
response” (Alberto & Troutman,
2009, p. 426).
• Example: Time‐out from free play
(preferred acGvity) ajer hihng;
hihng decreases
• To be deﬁned as a “punisher”,
there must be a decrease in the
behavior
(Alberto & Troutman, 2009)

ConsideraGons for Punishment
Beneﬁts of Punishment
• Stops behavior
• InstrucGve to peers

Disadvantages of Punishment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Punishment should
be used on
a limited basis and
in conjunction with
procedures
to increase socially
acceptable behavior

Overuse
NegaGve self‐esteem
Withdrawal or escape
Increase in aggression and anGsocial behavior
Peer reacGons
Damages student/teacher relaGonships
What is the student learning?

Key Behavioral Principles
Stimuli

Increase

Decrease

Presented

Positive
Reinforcement

Punishment

Removed

Negative
Reinforcement

Extinction

Behavior principles can only be identified
by their impact on behavior
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